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Abstract: Tasked –Based Language Teaching has widely provided learners some opportunities to learn spoken and written
language through learning activities in the major of English Language Teaching (ELT). A growing body of research on the
effects of task complexity on written productions, the present study explored the impacts of task complexity and strategic
planning time on ESL learners’ written performance in terms of accuracy. To this end, forty-five undergraduate English
Language Learners, both male and female (within the age range of 17-25) have been recruited from Aligarh Muslim University.
Two tasks were chosen as instruments for data collection. One is an argumentative essay and the other is a narrative task to
measure the accuracy of the participants’ written production, under different planning conditions (pre-task planning, withintask planning, and no planning). One-way MANOVA was employed as the statistical means of analysis. The findings revealed
a significant effect of task complexity under different planning conditions on Error-free clauses (the percentage of clauses that
do not contain any errors) and correct verb forms (the percentage of accurately used verbs in terms of tense, aspect, modality,
and subject-verb agreement) regarding accuracy.
Keywords: Task-Based Language Teaching, Task Complexity, Strategic Planning Time, Accuracy

1. Introduction
Since the 1990s, in language education and learning tasks
have been the concentration of attention as a unit of analysis
[1-7]. Task-based language teaching (TBLT) uses the task as
the essential unit of its analysis and emphasize the creation of
meaning without any preceding instruction of language forms.
So, learners can use any strategies or forms to do the task and
achieve the task goal [8]. Research into TBLT is essentially
conducted due to deal with the problem of determining the
related classifying and sequencing principles for designing
and organizing tasks for task-based syllabi [9-11] and has
mostly concentrated on discovering the effects of task design
and task characteristics on task performance [12], [13-16],
believed that TBLT is a response to a better understanding of
language learning process. [17], divided planning time in the
field of task-based language teaching into pre-task planning
(rehearsal and strategic planning), planning happens before
the performance of the task and within task planning

(pressured and unpressured) regarding when planning takes
place.
Several studies have been accomplished on the effect of
different task characteristics on L2 learners’ performance but,
few studies have been carried out to investigate the effects of
task complexity and strategic planning time. To fill this gap,
this study investigates the effects of task complexity and
strategic task planning on ESL learners’ written performance
in terms of accuracy, based on two different cognitively
demanding tasks, namely, argumentative essay and narrative
task writing under different planning conditions. The
rationale for using two different types of writing with
different complexity levels lies in available theories of
language production: [18-20] and [15], [21] consider task
complexity as the amount of attention a task demands from
the learners. The underlying assumption of their Limited
Attentional Capacity Model is that attentional resources are
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limited and increasing the complexity of tasks reduce
attention capacity. As their attentional limits are reached,
learners will prioritize processing for meaning over
processing for form. Moreover, attending to one aspect of
performance (complexity, accuracy, or fluency of language)
may well mean that other dimensions suffer due to the
learner's processing capacity.
1.1. Task-Based Language Teaching
Since 1980s, the introduction of task-based language
pedagogy, tasks play a major role in second language
acquisition (SLA) research and language teaching. In a task based syllabus, pedagogic tasks would be arranged to
increasingly approximate the demands of real-world target
tasks [7]. The essential research into task-based learning in
SLA is evident in the vast amount of publications connected
to task-based language learning, teaching, and testing [22],
[23], [24], [25], [26], [9], [27], [28], [29], [10], [7], [18], [19],
[20], [30].
One of the most important approaches for teaching second
or foreign language is TBLT that appears to involve learners
in interactional authentic language use by getting learners to
complete a series of tasks. This approach aims to enable
learners to obtain a new language system in addition to
procedural their existing knowledge. In other words, it tries
to make L2 learners use their linguistic resources to learn a
new language [31].

1.2. Task Complexity
Complexity is characterized as “the extent to which the
language produced in performing a task is elaborated and varied
[25], p.340)” and pertains to learners’ tendency to take risks to
use the cutting edge of their linguistic knowledge which may
ultimately lead to the process of restructuring [32], [33].
Robinson defined Task complexity as “the result of the
attentional, memory, reasoning, and other information
processing demands imposed by the structure of the task to
the language learner. These differences in information
processing demands, resulting from design characteristics,
are relatively fixed and invariant” [34], p: 29).
Robinson's Cognition Hypothesis [34], [10], [7], [35]
claims that increasing the cognitive demands of tasks along
certain scopes will; (a) push learners to greater accuracy and
complexity of L2 production in order to meet the greater
functional and conceptual communicative demands they
place on the learner; (b) promote interaction, and heightened
attention to and memory for input, so increasing learning
from the input; as well as (c) performing simple to complex
task in sequences by participants will also lead to
automaticity and efficient planning of the components of
complex L2 task performance (d) longer term retention of
input. More significantly, the Cognition Hypothesis predicts
that along resource-directing scopes more interactive
complex tasks will result in greater amounts of interaction,
and negotiation for meaning.

Table 1. Robinson’s framework distinguishes three task components: task complexity, task conditions and task difficulty factors [7], p. 5).
Task Complexity (cognitive factors)
(a) resource-directing
e. g., ± few elements, ± Here-and-Now, ± no
reasoning demands
(b) resource-dispersing
e. g., ± planning, ± single task, ± prior knowledge

Task Conditions (interactional factors)
(a) participation variables
e. g., closed/ open, one-way/two-way,
convergent/divergent
(b)participant variables
e. g., same/different gender, familiar/unfamiliar,
power/solidarity

The two most significant models of task complexity are
the Robinson’s Triadic Componential Framework [34], [10],
[7], [35] and the Limited Attentional Capacity Model
developed by Skehan & Foster [18], [19], [20], [15], [21].
1.3. Types of Task Planning
Task planning is divided into two main types. This
distinction is in terms of when planning takes place. Pre-task
planning (PTP) refers to planning that happens before the
learner performing the task. It includes what [36] calls
'preparatory attention' that helps in performing actions with
greater accuracy and speed. The other type of planning time
is within-task planning (WTP) which refers to planning that
takes place while performing the task [17].
1.3.1. Pre-Task Planning
Rehearsal and strategic planning are two types of pre-task
planning. Although both rehearsal and strategic planning
require that learners be engaged in some activities to prepare
for the task, there is a distinct difference between them. In
rehearsal, learners are given the opportunity to do the task

Task Difficulty (learners factors)
(a) affective variables
e. g., motivation, anxiety, confidence
(b) ability variables
e. g., working memory, intelligence, aptitude

before the 'main performance [17]. At the first time, the
performance of the task is considered as a preparation for the
task for the main and final performance. On the other hand,
strategic planning time, which is the focus of this study,
entails learners' preparation of the content of the task that
learners will perform it. In this type of planning, L2 learners
have access to the actual task materials [17].
1.3.2. Within-Task Planning
Within-task planning differs from pre-task planning in
terms of while the planning takes place. Two types of within
planning are pressured and unpressured planning. In
pressured, learners usually not need to have enough time to
plan online, how to perform the task, while in unpressured
within-task planning they are given enough time to plan the
task they will perform on [17].
1.3.3. No Planning
In no planning, learners were required to carry out the task
without any instruction that is given by the researcher. They
were extremely pressured to express their ideas and plan their
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written production. They should carry out the task within the
designated time limit as well.

narrative task to measure the accuracy of the participants'
written production.

1.4. Accuracy

4.3. Accuracy Measures

Accuracy is usually considered as the simplest construct of
writing components and refers to the degree of conformity to
certain language usage norms, mainly in the areas of lexicon
and grammar. [37] define accuracy as ‘the conformity of
second language knowledge to target language norms’ (p. 4).
[38] defined accuracy as ‘the extent to which an L2
performance deviates from a norm’ (p.4) In the SLA
literature, accuracy is related to the controlled processing as
well as capitalizing on the rule-based system, which is
essentially a repertoire of rules used for formulating new
sentences, [39].

For accuracy measurement the following two criteria will
be used:
a) Error-free clauses: the percentage of clauses that do not
contain any errors. Errors were defined as deviant from
standard norms concerning syntax, morphology, and lexicon.
Lexical errors are defined as errors in lexical form or
collocation (e. g., *I was waiting you). So, all errors in syntax,
morphology, and lexical choice will be considered.
b) Correct verb forms: the percentage of accurately used
verbs in terms of tense, aspect, modality, and subject-verb
agreement.

2. Research Hypothesis
There isn’t any significant difference between task
complexity and strategic planning time on ESL learners'
writing accuracy.

3. Research Question
To what extent task complexity and strategic planning time
effect on ESL learners' writing accuracy?

4. Research Methodology
The methodology for the research study is quantitative. It has
been divided into three sections pre-test of TOEFL (In order to
evaluate the validity of the study and to ensure the homogeneity
of participants), narrative task writing and argumentative essay
writing, under different planning conditions (pre-task planning,
within-task planning, and no planning).
4.1. Participants
One hundred undergraduate ESL learners of the final year
of BA in the field of English both male and female (within
the age range of 17-25) have been recruited from Aligarh
Muslim University. In order to evaluate the validity of the
study and to ensure the homogeneity of participants, a
reliable pre-test of TOEFL was given to them. Thus, before
the main writing task, participants were given the writing
section of an institutional TOEFL to homogenize them
regarding their writing proficiency and to cross out the
outliers. Thus 45 learners at the same proficiency level in
writing continued with the next task. The participants of this
study were selected randomly on the basis of their
performance on the pre-test. Then, they were randomly
assigned into three groups namely pre-planning, within
planning and no planning groups.
4.2. Instruments
In this study, two tasks were chosen as instruments for
data collection. One is argumentative essay and the other is a

4.4. Data Collection
For data collection, two different tasks have been
employed: the first task was a narrative task (summer routine
story), the task required participants to write a story based on
a set of six pictures. The second task was an argumentative
writing task in which the three groups were supposed to
compose an argumentative essay under different planning
conditions. The topic was: “Some people argue that the
Instagram has caused a lot of harm to young people. Others
argue that the Instagram has brought many benefits to young
people. What is your opinion? Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answer."
All the participants of three groups were given 30 minutes
to perform the tasks. In this phase, the pre-task planner group
was asked to perform the task with 10 minutes for strategic
planning. The participants of within task, planner group,
were asked to perform the same task, but they were not given
any time for planning. They had thirty minutes to compose
their ideas. However, the no planning group did not have any
opportunity to receive instruction.
4.5. Data Analysis
All writing productions of different groups under the
conditions mentioned above will be segmented, coded, and
scored based on the measures chosen for assessing accuracy.
The data will be segmented, coded, and scored by two
independent experts. Then, inter-coder/inter-rater reliability
coefficient magnitudes were estimated. SPSS version 22.0
was used to check the normality of distribution via skewness
and kurtosis indices. Accuracy will be submitted to
MANOVA, followed by Post-Hoc Scheffe tests.

5. Results of Research Question
This research question was concerned about the effect of
task complexity and strategic planning time on accuracy. The
study sought to investigate the following research question:
What is the Effect of manipulating task complexity and
planning the time of writing accuracy of Indian ESL learners?
To provide a plausible answer to this research question
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two measures were used: (a) Error Free Clause, calculated
by the number of error per clause and (b) Correct Verb Form,
estimated by the number of correct verb forms used in their

writings. Table 2 illustrates descriptive statistics on writing
accuracy.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of Argumentative and narrative task writing on Accuracy.
Task planning condition
Pre-task planning
Error free clause
Correct Verb Forms
Within task planning
Error free clause
Correct. Verb. Forms
No planning
Error free clause
Correct. Verb. Forms

Argumentative Essay
Mean

Std Deviation

Narrative task writing
Mean

Std Deviation

.60
.55

.14
.17

.53
.50

.12
.15

.74
.75

.15
.18

.68
.63

.11
.13

1.65
1,60

1.56
1.20

1.20
1.12

1.22
1.14

Descriptive statistics indicate that the PTP group in
narrative task writing produced more error free clauses
(M=.53; SD=.12) than the WTP (M=.68; SD=.11) and NP
groups (1.20; SD= 1.22). Furthermore, the descriptive
statistics showed that the participants in the PTP group
produced more correct verb forms in narrative task writing
(M =.50; SD=.15) compared to WTP group (M=.63; SD=.13)
and NP group (M= 1.12; SD= 1.14) in their writings.
Argumentative Essay writing also provided similar results
to that of narrative task writing; in the case of error free
clause, PTP group (M=.60; SD=.14) outperformed WTP

(M=.74; SD=.15) and NP groups (M= 1.65; SD= 1.56). So, it
can be concluded that regarding error free clause production,
pre-task planners had a better performance than those of
within task planners and no task planners. Regarding correct
verb form production, similar results emerged; again PTP
produced more correct verb form (M=.55; SD=.17) compared
to WTP (M=.75; SD=.18) and NP (M= 1.60; SD= 1.20).
Descriptive statistics show that in the case of task
complexity, learners in narrative task produced more accurate
language regarding error free clauses and correct verb forms
compared to argumentative in terms of accuracy.

Table 3. Summary of MANOVA test results on writing Accuracy.
Task/ Independent Variables
Argumentative Essay writing
Error Free Clause
Correct Verb Form
Narrative task writing
Error Free Clause
Correct Verb Form

MANOVA
F

P

Location of Significance: Scheffé p
PTP – WTP
PTP- NP

WTP - NP

12.4
5.65

.0001
.0001

.581
.167

.0001
.0001

.0001
.0001

8.7
6.6

.0001
.0001

.571
.157

.0001
.0001

.0001
.0001

Using Multivariate analysis of variance, significant effects
of task planning conditions and task complexity were
detected. The results of MANOVA for both narrative and
argumentative tasks, as displayed in a table 2, indicate a
significant effect of planning conditions on students’ writing
Accuracy. With regard to error free clauses, a significant
effect of planning conditions was established. It displays that
there is a significant difference among the groups. It is also
necessary to find out where the difference is posited. Thus,
Scheffe Post-hoc tests were conducted to compare the groups,
and to show where the difference is [significant value less
than 0.05 is a significant and value greater than 0.05 is not
significant]. As shown in the Table 3, post hoc Scheffe test
results indicate that there is no significant difference between
PTP and WTP groups (p=.581) regarding Error Free clauses
in argumentative task writing. However, considering
narrative task writing, there were marginally significant
differences between the groups (p=.571). In the case of
Correct Verb Form, the difference between PTP and WTP
groups were.167 and.157, respectively. However,
considering argumentative and narrative task writing, there

were significant differences among the other groups
(p=.0001). The difference between PTP and NP group was
also significant (p=.0001). Regarding Error-free clauses and
correct verb form, the difference between PTP, NP and WTP,
NP were significant (p=.0001) However, it can be concluded
that based on argumentative and narrative task writing under
different planning conditions, there were highly significant
differences between PTP and NP.

6. Discussion
Concerning the effect of task complexity and strategic
planning time on writing accuracy, the outcomes of this study
indicated that regarding error-free clauses, in both narrative
and argumentative essay writing tasks, the PTP group
outperformed compared to WTP and NP groups. However, in
the case of using correct verb form similar results emerged;
again PTP produced more correct verb forms compared to
WTP and NP.
With respect to the effects of strategic planning time on
ESL learners’ written production regarding accuracy in the
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narrative task, it was shown that strategic planning time in
the simple task (narrative) led to more accuracy. It means, the
participants who performed the simple task with strategic
planning time, pre-task and within task planners produced
more accurate language than the participants who have done
it without strategic planning time (NP). The outcomes of the
present study are in line with the findings of studies like [12],
[40], [25], [29]. Though, the outcomes of the present study in
terms of accuracy ran against the results of the studies like
[41], [2], [42], [43].
Regarding the effects of strategic planning time on ESL
learners’ writing regarding accuracy in the argumentative
task, the results of the present study indicated that there was a
significant difference between strategic planning and learners’
written production in terms of accuracy, in the complex task
(argumentative). The participants who performed a simple
task (narrative), produced more accurate language compared
to the participants who performed a complex task
(argumentative) in the case of accuracy under different
planning conditions, regarding Error free clauses and correct
verb forms. The results of this study are in line with the
results of studies like [12], [25], [29], [36]. Nevertheless, the
findings of the present study regarding accuracy ran against
the results of the studies like [40], [2], [42], [41]. The higher
rate of accuracy in a complex task can be interpreted
regarding Long's view [44] that a complex task will lead
learners to develop their interlanguage resources. The
accuracy can also be attributed to a load of attention paid by
the learners to the difficult task (argumentative) than paid to
the easy task (narrative). According to Given’s [45] model
accuracy can also be interpreted regarding pragmatic and
syntactic that demanding learners to use greater syntactic
resources and abilities which will lead to an increase in
grammatical accuracy.
Considering the outcomes of the data analysis on task
complexity and accuracy of ESL learners' written production,
there was a significant difference between task complexity
(narrative and argumentative essay) and ESL learners' written
performance in terms of accuracy. The results of this study
regarding the effect of task complexity on accuracy are in
line with the predictions of Cognition Hypothesis [35]. This
production of less accurate language in terms of task
complexity can be attributed to the fact that [46], [36]
learners can't pay attention to language forms without a loss
of attention to content and when they are free to allocate
attention, they prioritize concern for the content over concern
for the form.
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clauses, correct verb forms) in the argumentative essay and
narrative task affected learners writing accuracy, pre-task
planners produced more Error free clauses and correct verb
forms compared to within and no planners.
3. Post hoc analyses revealed that there was a statistically
significant difference in writing accuracy based on task
planning conditions, It shows that there was a significant
difference among the groups also, the results indicated that
there was a marginally significant difference between PTP
and WTP groups.

8. Implications
The results of this study from the view of language
pedagogy, assume particular importance in that they provide
empirical support for the use of tasks in language classrooms.
One of the most important criticisms leveled at task-based
language teaching and learning is that attention to form is
thought to be limited to the feedback which is given to
language learners by their teachers or peers [31]. Also, TBLT
has criticized because performing a task by its meaningcentered and outcome-oriented nature may at best lead to the
production of impoverished and pidginized language which
is of very little value for L2 acquisition [47].
This study exposed that task complexity and strategic
planning time affected significantly on the quantity and
quality of ESL learners’ written production. As well as, it
proposes that PTP and WTP have somewhat different effects.
It has significant implications for both writing pedagogy and
testing. That is, teachers may be able to manipulate the aspect
of writing complexity that L2 writers attend to by changing
the task conditions to permit sometimes for PTP, sometimes
for WTP and sometimes for both. Eventually, teachers who
wish to enable L2 writers to present their best products for
assessment may need to ensure that opportunities for both
types of planning are available to them.
Another educational implication of the present study is the
confirmation that PTP activities may effectively promote the
quality of written language production in ESL classes.
Considering the findings of this study as well as those of
previous planning research, it appears to be a feasible option
for teachers to provide learners with explicit instruction on
how to make a plan rather than simply allow them extra time
for planning. Thus, learners can get the most of their
planning time to prepare for writing. While adopting a
strategic device such as concept mapping, teachers may need
to set up a teaching period of a certain length to familiarize
their students with the specific strategy.

7. Conclusions
On the basis of above results, the following conclusions
can be listed:
1. Task planning in terms of, accuracy (Error free clauses,
correct verb forms) in the argumentative essay and narrative
task affected learners writing accuracy, pre-task planners
outperformed compared to within and no planners.
2. Task complexity in terms of, accuracy (Error Free
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